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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

The BEATRIX-IIexperiment is an InternationalEnergy Agency (IEA) spon-

sored collaborativeexperimentbetween Japan, Canada, and the United States.

The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the performanceof ceramic solid

: breedermaterials in a fast neutronenvironment. To do this, an in-situ trit-

ium recovery experiment is being conducted in the Fast Flux Test Facility

(FFTF),locatedon the Hanford site near Richland,Washington,and operated by

WestinghouseHanford Company (WHC). The Pacific NorthwestLaboratory (PNL),

Richland,Washington,together with the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

(JAERI)and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)are responsiblefor

conductingthe experiment.

The work is divided into two phases: Phase I was irradiatedfrom January

1990 until March 1991 in Cycle 11 of FFTF, while Phase II will be irradiated

in Cycle 12, which began in June 1991 and is scheduledto continue until

approximatelyOctober of 1992 for 300 effectivefull power days (EFPD).

PHASE ! - IRRADIATION

During 1990, the work focused on the irradiationtesting of the in-situ

tritium recovery experiment in FFTF Cycle 11. The experiment started on

January 4, 1990 when the FFTF started its ascent to full power. During the

year two subcycleswere completed: 11-B_I (85 EFPD) and 11-B.2 (130 EFPD).

Cycle 11-C startedon December 22, 1991 and continueduntil March 1991 for an

approximateirradiationof 85 EFPD.

PHASE 2 - EXPERIMENTPLAN

The scope and fundingfor Phase II was initiallyapproved by the IEA

ExecutiveCommittee at its December 1989 meeting in Tokyo and final approval

was granted at the September 1990 meeting in Garching, FRG when the amendments

were made to the ANNEX III of the ImplementationAgreement.
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The scope of Phase II includes a temperaturechange canisterwith a Li20

specimen and a solid specimen of Li2ZrO_ spheresfor performancestudies. The

design of the experimentwas establishedat a design review meeting held

September6, 1991.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The BEATRIX-IIexperimentis an InternationalEnergyAgency (IEA) spon-

sored collaborativeexperimentbetween Japan, Canada, and the United States.

The purposeof the experiment is to evaluate the performanceof ceramic solid

breedermaterials in a fast neutron environmentat high burnup levels. The

experimentis being performed in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF),located

on the Hanford site near Richland,Washington,and operated by Westinghouse

Hanford Company (WHC). The PacificNorthwest Laboratory (PNL),(a)Richland,

Washington,together with the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)

and AECL Research are responsiblefor conducting the experiment.

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The objectiveof the BEATRIX-IIexperiment is to design, conduct, and

evaluate the in-situ recoveryof tritium from solid breeder materialsduring

neutron irradiationin the FFTF. During the experiment,the performanceof

candidate solid breedermaterials is continuouslymonitoredwith respect to

temperaturestability and tritium release. The experimentwill be continued

in 1991 to extended lithium burnups under simulatedblanket conditions.

1.2 SCOPE

The BEATRIX-IIexperimentas described in ANNEX-III is divided into

Phase I and Phase II. Phase I irradiationactivitieswere carried out in

Cycle 11 of FFTF between January 4, 1990 and March 20, 1991. Phase II irra-

diations will be conducted in Cycle 12 of the FFTF, which began in June 1991,

and are scheduledto continue until approximatelyOctober 1992 for 300

effective full power days (EFPD). Postirradiationexaminationof Phase I and

II will be carried out followingthe irradiationperiod.

(a) PacificNorthwest Laboratory is operated by BattelleMemorial Institute
under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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1.2.1 Phase I Scope

The Phase I scope of the experiment includes the irradiationof two Li20

in-situtritium recovery canisters• One specimen is a r_ng specimen having a

nearly uniformtemperatureprofile; the ring specimen is also capableof tem-

perature changes that allow the temperaturetransients on tritium release to

be studied. The other specimenwill provide performancedata on a solid col-

umn of Li20under a thermalgradient• Nonventedcapsules are used to charac-

terize radiationdamage in single crystals,the effect of radiationon thermal

conductivity,and the compatibilityof berylliumwith solid breeder materials.

1.2.2 Phase II Scope

The Phase II scope of the experimentincludes the irradiationof two in-

situ tritiumrecovery canisters: a Li20 ring specimen and a solid Li2ZrO3

specimen composed of sphereswith diameters in the range of I to 1.5 mm. In

order to increasethe total burnup of the specimens,the BLi enrichmentwill

be increasedfor both specimens,and the canister containing the Li2ZrO3

sphere specimenwill be moved to a higher fluence position. Nonventedcap-

sules will include barrier-coatedstainless steel specimensfor tritium

permeationstudies at high temperatures.
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2.0 BACKGROUND

BEATRIX-IIreceived the technicalapproval from IEA ExecutiveCommittee

to proceed in January of 1988. In March 1988, the final design review of

Phase I was held and the fabricationand installationPhase of the programwas

• initiated. Specimens for the vented and nonventedcanisterswere fabricated

in 1988 and the final canister assembly and installationon the materialsopen

test assembly (MOTA)was completed in 1989. Fabricationof the tritiummea-

surementsystem and MOTA Instrumentationand Control system started early in

1988 and the first componentswere moved to FFTF in late 1988. During the

first part of 1989, additionalcomponentswere installedin FFTF and installa-

tion and checkoutwere completed in August 1989. A final checkout test using

tritiumwas carried out in October 1989 and the MOTA assembly containing

BEATRIX-IIwas inserted into FFTF in November 1989. Irradiationbegan on

January 4, 1990.

This annual report covers the period from January 4, 1990 to Decem-

ber 31, 1990. Table 2.1 lists the chronologyof events during the time

period. The primary focus of the work this year was on the irradiationof

Phase I in FFTF Cycle 11 and the design and fabricationof Phase II for

irradiation. The Phase I irradiationconsists of three reactor cycles"

Cycle 11-B.I (85 EFPD), Cycle 11-B.2 (134 EFPD) and Cycle 11-C (projectedto

be 85 EFPD). Phase II involvedthe design and initialfabricationof two in-

situ tritium recovery capsules and the preparationof a specimenmatrix for an

experimentto determine the effect of irradiationon tritium-barriercoated

stainlesssteels.

BEATRIXoII,Phase I irradiationbegan with the start of FFTF Cycle 11-

B.I on January 4, 1990. During the latter part of January 1990, US/DOE

announcedintentionsto terminatethe operationof FFTF as early as April

1990. A BEATRIX-il participantsmeeting was held on February 15, 1990 to

discussthe status of the experiment and to decide the highest priority

experimentsthat should be completed before the possibleearly shutdown.

T. Kurasawa from JAERI was assigned to PNL from February 12 until March 28 to

collaborateon the operationof the experiment. A series of experimentswas
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TABLE 2.1. Chronology of Events for BEATRIX-II in the Time
Period from January 1990 until March 1991

Date Event/Location I Participants Impact

1/4/90 Start of FFTF Cycle 11-B1 WHC Start of Phase I
i |,

2/12/90-3/28/90 Assignmentof JAERI T Kurasa'va Phase I Operation
Personnel,Richland,WA

J i

2/15/90 ParticipantsMeeting, B-IIExperimenters Phase I Status and
Richland, WA Planning

i

4/5-6/90 Working Group, Seattle, B-II Working PossibleFFTF Shutdown
WA Group

4/8/90 End of Cycle 11-Bl WHC
i ,, , ,,,

5/25/90 Start of Cycle II-B2 WHC
, ,,

9/6/90 Design Review of Phase II B-II Experimenters EstablishDesign of
and WHC Phase II

, ,,,,

9/11/90 Approval of Phase II, IEA Executive Amendmentsto ANNEX-
Karlsruhe,FRG Committee III

i

10/10/90 ParticipantsMeeting, B-II Experimenters Phase I Status and
Chicago, IL Planning

10/13-16/90 Review of BEATRIX-IIStatus T Kurasawa Test Plan for
Cycle 11-C

10/27/90 End of Cycle 11-B2 WHC
, i

12/21/90 Start of Cycle 11C WHC

performed that gave overall data on tritium recovery as effected by specimen

temperature, sweep gas composition, and sweep gas flow rate.

A Working Group Meeting was held on April 5-6, 1990 to discuss the

status of the experiment and to plan future activities in response to the

uncertainty of the FFTF irradiation schedule at that time. lt was decided

that until definitive decisions were made concerning the future of FFTF,

BEATRIX-II should proceed towards its _stablished goals.

The second period of irradiation was Cycle 11-B.2, which was 134 EFPD in

duration. During this cycle, the test plan for the temperature change speci-

men considered a condition in which the tritium recovery depended on the
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effect of sweep gas compositionchanges as the temperaturewas varied. The

tritium recoveryfrom the temperaturegradient specimenwas studied as an

effect of sweep gas composition. Before the Cycle 11-B.2 shutdown,the

• BEATRIX-II specimenswer_ placed in a helium sweep gas to determine the effect

of sweep gas compositionon the behavior of the solid breederduring neutron

flux changes. The helium sweep gas was also used for the startupof Cycle 11-

C. The test plan for the third and final period of irradiation,Cycle 11-C,

includes a study the tritium recoveryof the ring specimenduring a series of

systematictemperatureschangeswhile different compositionsof sweep gas were

used. The test plan also includestritium recovery from the temperature

gradient specimenfor longer times•

2.1 REVISED RESPONSIBILITIES

The basic organizationof the BEATRIXollexperimentwas similar to that

described in the 1989 Annual Report with some minor revisions. An updated

organizationdiagram is shown in Table 2.2. The IEA Executivecommittee,

which had the responsibilityfor approval and signing of ANNEX-III, is also

responsiblefor any changes or additions. The BEATRIX-IIWorking Group is a

technical steeringcommittee for preparingand supervisingbudgets, schedules,

and scientificactivities. During the past year, S. E. Berk served as the

chairman of the BEATRIX-IIWorking Group. The responsibilitiesof the opera-

tion of the experimentchanged somewhat over the past year as the nature of

the work changedfrom a fabricationand installationmode to an operational

mode.
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TABLE 2.2. OrganizationalStructureof BEATRIX-II

IEA ExecutiveCommittee
K. Ehrlich, KFK, Chairman
6. L. Phillips, AECL, Chairman
T. Kondo, JAERI
R. E. Price, US/DOE
M. Victoria, PSl

H. H. Yoshikawar WHC

I I

BEATRIX-IIWorkingGroup I OperatingAgent 1S. E. Berk, US/DOE,Chairman R.E. Price, US/DOE
I. J. Hastings,AECL
H. Watanabe, JAERI

I
I

I
BEATRIX-IITask Manager

L___ G.W. Hollenberg,PNL

I I
1 L

OperationsSupport ExperimentalPlanning/Support
B-II ExperimentRepresentative B-II ExperimentCoordinator

R. J. Puigh,WHC O.D. Slagle,PNL
Cognizant Engineer,Operations Technical Support/ExperimentDesign

D. E. Baker,WHC T. Kurasawa,JAERI

FFTF Operation R.A. Verrall,AECL
R. D. Redekopp,WHC ExperimentDesign/Operation

In-ReactorComponents J.M. Miller,AECL
R. C. Knight,WHC T. Kurasawa,JAERI

Instrumentationand Data Acquisition D.E. Baker,WHC
D. A. King, WHC Specimen Fabrication

T. Takahashi/K.Noda, JAERI
J. D. Sullivan,AECL
O. D. Slagle,PNL

PIE
R. A. Verrall,AECL
K. Noda, JAERI
O. D. Slagle,PNL
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3.0 COSTS AND SCHEDULES

Funding for BEATRIX-IIis divided into Phase I and Phase II. Phase I is

the first test series in Cycle 11 of the FFTF/MOTA,while Phase II is the sec-

ond test series planned for Cycle 12. Phase I and Phase II involve completely

separate irradiationcapsules.e

The initial projectedstart of Cycle 11 MOTA given in the 1988 Annual

ReportI was April 29, 1989. However, as described in the 1989 Annual Report,2

a combinationof problemsencounteredduring installationand increasedadmin-

istrativecontrols delayed the start of the experimentbeyond that date.

BEATRIX-II,Phase I began with the start of Cycle 11B, which occurred on Jan-

uary 4, 1990. The irradiationof MOTA-2Awas completedin March 1991. The

design of Phase II started in early 1990, culminatingin a design review in

September1990. Fabricationof Phase II was initiatedat this point.

3.1 PHASE I FUNDING

Phase I funding for BEATRIX-IIwas documented by ANNEX-III. The funds

received to date are listed in Table 3.1, the total actual dollars and the

equivalent 1988 SK which are equal to the funds specifiedin ANNEX-III.

Table 3.2 is a listing of actual and projectedcosts as of the end of FY

1990 (September30, 1990). The "Cost Recovery Funds" amountingto a total of

$610K are associatedwith recoveringcosts associatedwith BEATRIX-II,Phase

II MOTA canisters that are not used in Cycle 12. In the 1989 Annual Report,

it was noted that the spending for Phase I is behind schedule on a time basis

but is currently overspenton the basis of accomplishments. The reason for

this budgetary situationis attributedto the increaseddocumentationand

acceptancetesting required for installationin the FFTF during 1989. These

requirementswere put in place after the initialcost analysiswas performed.

BecauseBEATRIX-II shares equally in the cost of MOTA fabricationand opera-

tion with the other two partners (NIMS and MONBUSHO),one-thirdof the total

canisters are assigned to BEATRIX-II. For the Cycle 12 MOTA this is

equivalent to i/3 of the 30 in-core canistersas well as the below-coreand

3.1



TABLE 3.1. BEATRIX-II,Phase I Funding Schedule

EQUIVALENT
Actual 1988 SK

Participant Initial 1988 1989 1990 Total (ANNEX III) .
,,,i

,

Canada 60 60 120 117

Japan 400 443 428 1271 1252

U.S. 180 497 397 210 1284 1251

TOTAL 2675 2620

i

InflationFactor 1.036 1.036

above-core canisters. The experimentalscope of BEATRIX-IIfor Cycle 12 did

not require that all of the Cycle 12 canisters be used, so the excess canis-

ters are availablefor reassignmentto other projects that could financially

supportthem. This reassignmentwas approvedby the IEA ExecutiveCommittee

on April 6, 1989. Subsequently,the excess canisterswere sold and the funds

obtained were applied to cover increasedcosts of Phase I. The amount and

scheduleof the cost recovery associatedwith the sale of these canisters is

shown in the bottom row of Table 3.2. Because the canistersthat are to be

reassignedare associatedwith Cycle 12, the bulk of the cost recovery occurs

in FY 1991 and FY 1992.

3.2 PHASE 2 FUNDING

The scope and funding for Phase II and the funding for postirradiation

examinationwas initiallypresentedto the IEA ExecutiveCommittee at the

December 1989 Meeting in Tokyo. Final approvalwas obtained at the IEA Execu-

tive CommitteeMeeting in Karlsruhe,FRG in September 1990. ANNEX-III was

then revised and approved. The projectedschedule of funding for Phase II is

shown in Table 3.3. The total actual funds are listed together with the

3.2



TABLE 3.2. BEATRIX-II,Phase I Actual and ProjectedExpenditures

Actual Expenditures Projected Expenditures

FY 1989 FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 Total

Design 250 250

Fabrication/Assembly 240 10 650

MOTA 1-C System 137 137

Sweep Purge Gas System 1278 69 1347

MOTA Irradiation:

Operation 0 170 132 302

FFTF Charges 134 250 285 669

Disassembly 0 0 56 56

EngineeringSupport 92 39 131

Cost Recovery -120 0 -180 -310 -610

TOTALS 2411 538 295 -310 2932

equivalent 1989 SK, which are consistentwith those given in ANNEX-III. The

actual and projectedcosts of Phase II at the end of FY 1990 are given in
Table 3.4.

3.3 POSTIRRADIATIONEXAMINATIONOF PHASE I AND PHASE II

The scheduleand projectedfunding for the postirradiationexamination

of both Phases I and II are shown in Table 3.5. The scheduledfunding for

3.3



TABLE 3.3. BEATRIX-II,Phase II Fundir_gSchedule for Funds
Receivedand Projected ( )

Equivalent
Actual 1989 $K

Participant 1989 1990 1991 1992 Total (ANNEX-III)

Canada 60* 60)* 120 120

Japan 14 (515) (495) 1024 968

U.S. 390 (553) (93) 1036 969

TOTAL 2180 2057
,,,

InflationFactor 1.036 1.045 1.045

*Non-inflating

this examinationwas a total of $400K (1989) for each phase shared between

U.S. and Japan. Canada will contributethe examinationof the Phase II solid

specimen.

3.4 FUNDINGSTATUS

Table 3.6 compares the income versus the expensesfor Phase I and Phase

II. The total income versus expenses balances out to a -$242K for the present

projectedexpenditures. Since the income is fixed, there will need to be some

adjustment in the total expenditure. The BEATRIX-IIWorking Group is consid-

ering possible options such as a reduction in scope or an alternativemeans of

achievingthe present scope. Such decisionswill be made by the BEATRIX-II

WorkingGroup with input from the participants.
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TABLE 3.4. BEATRIX-Ii,Phase II Actual and ProjectedExpenditures

Actual ProjectedExpenditures
Expenditures

FY-19go FY-1991 FY-Igg2 Total

Design 60 60
p,

Fabrication/Assembly 330 343 673
,ii

Tritium Handling System 60 60

PermeationExperiment 100 150 250

p,

MOTA Irradiation
Operation 131 272 403

FFTF Charges 279 308 587

Disassembly 60 60

EngineeringSupport 41 31 72

TOTALS 390 954 821 2165
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TABLE 3.5. ProjectedFunding Schedule for BEATRIX-II
PostirradiationExamination

Actual
Participant 1990 1991 1992 1993 Total

I I l

i 8

Japan 104 325 429 400

U.S. 108 226 118 452 400

Canada *
ii

, i

TOTALS 881 800

I.036 I.046 I.045
wl

*Examinationof Phase II
Solid Specimen

TABLE 3.6. ProjectedFinancialStatus for BEATRIX-II, Phase I and II,
as of January I, 1991

Phase I Phase II Total
,,

,, , ,,

Income 2675 2180

Expenses 3542 2165
,,

Cost Recovery 610

Difference -257 +15 -242

m

3.6
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4.0 TECHNICALSTATUS

The BEATRIX-IIexperimentas described in ANNEX-III is divided into

Phase I and Phase II. Phase I activitiesare directed toward Cycle 11.

Irradiationbegan January 4, 1990 and is expected to continue until March 1991

when the accumulatedexposure will nominallybe 300 EFPD. Phase II design
a

began early 1991 with a final design review completed in September 1991.

Fabricationof the canisterswas initiatedat this time.

4.1 PHASE I - IRRADIATION

The BEATRIX-II,Phase I experiment,the vented canisters, and the tri-

tium handling systemwere described in detail in the previoustwo annual

reports.1'2 For that reason only an overview of the experiment is presented

here and for more detail refer to the earlier reports.3'4's

The ring specimencapsule was designed to operate as a temperature-

change canister in a manner similar to severalprevious tritium recovery

experiments,e.g., TRIO,B VOM,7 CRITIC,B while the solid specimencapsule pro-

vides performancedata on LizO irradiatedin a temperaturegradient. Each gas

stream is instrumentedto continuouslymonitor the flow rate, total moisture,

tritium concentration,and the form of the tritium. The total tritium concen-

tration and form of the tritium is determined in a manner similarto the VOM

experiment7 and uses a Ceramic ElectrolysisCell (CEC) to reduce the water

vapor9 and a molecular sieve trap to remove the water vapor from the sweep

gas.

The specimendescriptionand the irradiationconditions are given in

Table 4.1. The ring specimen has a wall thicknessof 0.16 cm with thermo-

couples located at the inner and outer surfaces. During irradiation,the tem-

perature differenceacross this specimen was calculatedto be 40°C. The tem-

perature of the ring specimenwas controlledby changing the type of gas in

the thermal gap of the canister.3'4 Temperaturetransients imposedon the

specimen take place in time intervalsless than 15 seconds.

• The solid specimen is a stack of 11 pelletswith densities that range

from 84.5 to 92.6% TD. The four pellets on either end have a center annulus
|
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TABLE 4.1. Materials and EnvironmentalConditionsfor BEATRIX-II

Specimen Characteristics Ring Solid

Length (cm) 8.90 8.92
I

Outer dia. (cm) 1.84 1.70

Inner dia. (cm) 1.51 0.27

Weight (g) 11.95 34.31

Density (%TD) 79.3 84.5-92.6
,,

Grain size (microns) 5.5 46

BLi (at %) 61 61

Measured Temperature(°C):

• Center 540-640 1000

• Edge 500-600 450

Tritium Generation Rate
(10.8Ci/s):

• Predicted 47 124

• Measured 58 143
,,

PredictedTotal Generation:

• 300 EFPD (Ci) 1500 3700

PredictedFluence"

• 300 EFPD (10 22 n/cm z) 3.9 3.9
(E > 0.I MEV

for insertionof center line thermocouples. The solid specimen is not

temperaturecontrolledand has an edge temperatureof 450°C and a center tem-

perature of I000°C. Both specimens are exposed to similar levels of neutron

I
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flux in the Materials Open Test Assembly (MOTA). Becauseof the mass differ-

ence, the solid specimengeneratedapproximately2.5 times the tritium pro-

duced by the ring specimen during irradiation. The goal burnup for a 300 EFPD

. irradiationwas 4% of the total lithiumfor both specimens.

4.1.1 Operatinq Procedures

' The operationof the experimentwas defined by a test plan that was

establishedbefore the start of any operationalcycle. The overall test

objectives were establishedwell before the start of the experiment but the

details of the test plan were defined by direct coordinationbetween

T. Kurasawa of JAERI, R. A. Verrallof AECL, Research,and G. W. Hollenberg

and O. D. Slagle of PNL. Input was also supplied by other participantsduring

BEATRIX-II Working Group and ParticipantsMeetings. The test plan was trans-

mitted to D. E. Baker and R. J. Puigh of WHC who were responsiblefor direct

control of the experiment. The test plan establishedat the start of each

reactor cycle could be modifiedduring the cycle as requiredto adapt to

changing circumstances.

The actual control of the experimentby Baker and Puigh was done using a

"ParameterControl Sheet" (PCS). This PCS was directed to the reactor opera-

tions personnel and specifieswhat changesor operationswere to be carried

out in the BEATRIX-II system to achieve the objectives of the test plan. In

additionto being the means for directingthe experiment,the PCS forms the

basic record of the history of the experiment. An example of a PCS is

included in Appendix A.

A more general overview of the experiment is contained in the Experi-

menter's Log. This is a chronologicalrecord of the PCSs issued and a record

of the parameter changest_t were made during the operationof the experi-

ment. The Experimenter'sLog for 1990 is includedin Appendix B.

The experimentwas continuouslymonitored using a data acquisitionsys-

tem that recorded the specifieddata channels,provided operationalinforma-

tion for assessingthe performanceof the test, and sent an alarm signal to

the reactor control room if selectedsignals exceeded limits. The previous

annual report listed the 59 data channels that were monitoredduring the
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experiment. From these 59 data channels,32 were chosen to be included in the

prime data set that was sent to the experimentersfor data analysis• These

data channels were selected becausethey were the data needed to characterize

the behavior of the vented canistersduring operation as opposed to those

channels relatedto the operation of the experimentalsystem itself. The

prime data set and the units in which they were supplied by WHC are given in

Table 4.2.

The completedata set was continuouslymonitored and stored on a data

disc at the experimentsite at the FFTF. When the disc was full, or at

shorter intervalsas requestedby the experimentcoordinator (PNL),WHC segre-

gated the prime data set from the total data set and stored the prime data set

on a separate data disc in a compressedform. The data was formattedappro-

priately so that it could be imported into a spreadsheetcompatiblewith LOTUS

I-2-3.(a) This data disc was forwardedto PNL which in turn transferredthe

data to JAERI and ANL-E.

At the individualsites, the data was read from the data disc, "decom-

pressed," and then read into LOTUS I-2-3 spreadsheets. Using the capabilities

of LOTUS 1-2-3 and a series of "macros" specificallydevelopedfor this appli-

cation, a series of calculationswere performedto compile, correct, and plot

the data. In this manner, the data was availableto all the participantsfor

analysis, interpretation,and to form the basis for future testing.

4.1.2 System Operation

The BEATRIX-_Iexperiment has provided an excellent opportunityto

advance and improvemethods for monitoring and safe handling of tritium during

an in-situ tritium release experiment. The results of the first year of

irradiationindicatethat the ionizationchambers provided a sensitiverecord

of the tritium recoverywith good response times and only a minimum shift of

zero point due to backgroundcontamination. The CEC cells have shown some

instabilityin the current backgroundlevels when operated for long periods at

low water vapor pressuresbut performed as expected. The tritiumgetter beds

(a) Lotus I-2-3 is a registeredtrademarkof Lotus DevelopmentCorporation,
Cambridge,MA.
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TABLE 4.2. BEATRIX-II: Prime Data Set

Channel Units Description

I atm Ring specimen inlet gas pressure
2 atm Solid specimen inlet gas pressure

3 ppm Referencegas inlet moisture
4 ppm Alternativegas inlet moisture

• 5 ppm Ring specimen sweep gas moisture
6 ppm Ring specimenmoisture after CEC
8 ppm Solid specimen sweep gas moisture
9 ppm Solid specimenmoisture after CEC

11 atm Ring specimen sweep gas pressure
12 atm Solid specimen sweep gas pressure

14 amps Solid specimen CEC current
16 amps Solid specimen CEC current

17 cc/min (STP) Ring specimen injectionsweep gas flow
18 cc/min (STP) Ring specimen sweep gas flow #I
19 cc/min (STP) Ring specimen sweep gas flow #2
20 cc/min (STP) Solid specimen injectionsweep gas flow
21 cc/min (STP) Solid specimen sweep gas flow #I
22 cc/min (STP) Solid specimen sweep gas flow #2

23 atm Solid specimen ionizationchamber pressure
24 atm Ring specimen ionizationchamber pressure

35 Relative intensity Self-poweredneutron detector

43 Degrees C Glovebox temperature
44 Degrees C Solid specimenouter temperature
45 Degrees C Solid specimencenter temperature- top
46 Degrees C Solid specimencenter temperature- bottom
47 Degrees C Ring specimenouter temperature
48 Degrees C Ring specimen inner temperature#I
49 Degrees C Ring specimen inner temperature#2

1001 Ci/m3 Ring specimen sweep gas tritium #1
1002 Ci/m3 Ring specimen sweep gas tritium #2
1003 Ci/m3 Solid specimen sweep gas tritium #I
1004 Ci/m3 Solid specimen sweep gas tritium #2

performed above the original design requirementsand have successfullyremoved

tritium from the sweep gas at levels in excess of 500 Ci/m3.

4.1.2.1 IonizationChambers

The ionizationchambersused in BEATRIX-IIwere designed and manufac-

tured by AECL. The ionizationchambers were designed for the sensitivity
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required to measure the lowest activity expectedand to minimize the effects

of surfacecontamination. The design also consideredthe ease of fabrication

and assembly and optimizingthe uniformityof the electric field. Two sizes

of chambers are used in the experiment. One size has an active volume of

go mL; these are the four chambers used for measuringtritium concentrations

in the sweep gas in the TritiumMeasurementSystem and at the inlet to the

Tritium Recovery System. The total volume of the gO mL chamber is 265 mL,

which provides a reasonable response time to follow transients in the tritium

release from the lithiumoxide specimens. The other ionizationchamber with

an active volume of 470 mL is used to measure the tritium concentrationafter

the first getter bed in the Tritium RecoverySystem.

On-line calibrationof the ionizationchambers was periodicallycompared

to a concentrationdeterminationof the sweep gas based on collectionof a gas

sample, oxidation, and subsequent liquid scintillationcounting of the solu-

tion from the collection bubbler. Presently,there is a disagreementbetween

the on-line calibrationversus the calibrationbefore installationof 20-30%.

Reasons for this discrepancyare still being analyzed.

The four 90 mL chambersused to monitor the tritium levels in the sweep

gas have prcvided a sensitiverecord of changes in tritium concentrationdur-

ing operation. Figure 4.1 gives th_ tritium concentrationversus time for a

temperaturetransient from 550 to 625°C in the ring specimen. The curve indi-

cates the good resolutionof tritium concentrationmeasurement,where the

first negative peak with a height less than I Ci/m3 is easiIj discernablein

the overall tritium concentrationof 32 Ci/m3. A 0.25-h delay occurs between

the temperaturetransientand the change in the tritiumconcentration. This

representsthe time for the sweep gas to travel from the specimento the ioni-

zation chamber after the CEC cell. During the experimentto-date, apparent

"steady state" concentrationsof tritium measured at differentsweep gas flow

rates for th_ two different specimenshave ranged from 15 to 150 Ci/m3. After

some isolated transients,peaks greater than 1000 Ci/m3 have been observed.

q
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4.1.2.2 Ceramic ElectrolysisCell

The ceramic electrolysiscells were developed at the Japah Atomic Energy

Research Institute(JAERI)and have been used in the Tritium System Test

Assembly (TSTA) Fuel cleanup system at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)9 •

and in the VOM7 experimentin a similar application. These cells are used to

decompose the water in the sweep gas to elementalHT, H2 or T2. The cells

use a solid oxide electrolyteof yttria stabilizedzirconia to decomposewater

in the vapor phase. The solid electrolyteoperates at a temperatureof 600°C

with a nominal voltagebias of 1.6 volts.

Before the cells were installedon the _c,stem, their operationwas

checked using a gas streamof 100 ppm of water in He. After approximatelysix

days of operation at moisturesless than I ppm, the current for the cell on

the ring specimen increasedfrom an initial -0.1 mA to -17 mA by the start of

the experiment. In order to reduce the current, the voltage on this cell was

reduced from -I.6 to -o.g volts. This reduced the current to less than -0.5

mA. The efficiencyof the cell (or the percentageof the total water vapor in

the sweep gas that was reduced) appeared unchanged. After 160 EFPD of

operation, a drop in efficiencywas observed for the ring specimen CEC cell.

This drop in efficiencyto as low as 50% occurredduring the recovery of an

18oppm moisture peak from the specimen. The voltagewas increasedfrom -0.9

to -1.2 volts and the efficiencyof the cell was restored to approximately99%

removal of the water vapor from the sweep gas.

Increasedcurrent has also been observed for the CEC cell on the solid

specimen. This increase in current has been observed for extended periods of

operation at low water levels such as when the reactorwas not operating.

Thus, during periodsof operation at low water levels the voltage on the cells

must be reduced to prevent this increase in current,which could result in

permanentdamage to the cells.

During the course of the experiment,the inlet and outlet moisture

levels undergo a wide variation in change. Inlet moisture levels have ranged

from 0.2 to 20 ppm and the outlet moisture levels ranged from 0.02 to 0.20.

This correspondsto a reduction in moisture by a factor of 100. Figure 4.2 is

a comparison of the water concentrationmeasurementsbefore and after the ring
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specimen CEC cell during a series of temperaturechanges in the specimen. The

lower curve shows the resultingpeaks in the sweep gas moisture, and the upper

curve is the moisture in the sweep gas after passing throughthe CEC cell.

The moisture curve after the CEC cell appears to have some increase in mois-

ture level followingthe peaks in the sweep gas, but they are delayed and less

defined. This shows that for the inlet water levels of 2 to 18 ppm the resul-
V

tant concentrationlevels after the CEC cell were from 0.03 to 0.12 ppm, which

is a reduction slightly larger than a factor of 100.

4.1.2.3 Tritium RecoverySystem - Getter Beds

Tritium is removed efficientlyfrom the sweep gas stream after all mea-

surementsare completed using packed,metal getter beds of SAES St707 metal

alloy (70% Zr, 25% V, and 5% Fe). Investigationswith experimental30-90 g,

single-passbeds by AECL indicatedthat a tritium removal system based on this

materialwould meet and exceed the detritiationfactorsrequired for safe

BEATRIX-IIoperation in the FFTF. This factor was initiallyestimated to be

2500. The system installedwas based on these tests and manufacturedby AECL.

As a safety precaution,two getter beds were installedin series so that any

tritium passingthrough the first be could be further reduced by the second

before release to the environment.

The procedures for operatingthe tritium handling system in FFTF require

that the tritium level in the gas stream released to the effluent system be

less than 6.5 mCi/day. To ensure that these limits were met, the output of

the ionizationchamber after the first getter bed was closely monitored and

the alarm limits set at 9 mCi/m3. If this limit is exceeded,then sampling of

the effluent gas would be initiatedimmediately. Otherwisegas samples are

taken on a routine schedule.

At referenceconditions of 100 mL/min of 0.1% H2 in He through both spec-

imens, the concentrationof tritium in the exhaust gas that reaches the first

getter bed i_ the tritium recovery system was normally 60 Ci/m3. Typically,

the concentrationof tritium in the sweep gas after the first getter bed was

less than I mCi/m3. The sensitivityand background contaminationin the out-

let ionizationchambermay have limited the observationof the actual tritium

reductionfactor but it would appear to be on the order of 60,000.
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During operationof the BEATRIX-IIexperimentwith sweep gases such as

0.01% H2 in He and pure He (99.9999%),1.0% H2 in He was added to the sweep

gas before recovery by the getter beds to bring the H2 concentrationto a min-

imum level of 0.1% H2. This concentrationof H2 ensuredmaximum efficiencyof

tritium recovery by the getter beds. Additionsof excess H2 were limited to

, minimize the deposition of H2 on the getter bed.

When referencegas is being used during temperatureand flow rate

changes, transientsin the tritium concentrationwere typicallyless than 10%

of the total concentration. However, when sweep gases with lower concentra-

tions of H2 were used, the tritium inventoriesof the specimensincreasedand

the return to the referencegas resulted in transientreleasesof tritium as

large as 10 times the steady state release rate for the given specimen. Fig-

ure 4.3 is a comparisonof the tritium concentrationbefore and after the

first getter bed indicatingthe efficiency of tritium recoveryduring one of

these larger transients. The tritium concentrationin the sweep gas increased

from 35 to over 475 Ci/m3. The width of the peak at half height is about

2 hours (7200 sec) and steady state releasewas establishedafter about

12 hours. There was no detectable increasein the tritium at the outlet of

the getter bed. The background level of the ionizationchamber on the outlet

is approximately10 mCi/m3.

The tritiumdeposited in each getter bed was monitoredduring the test,

and the beds were changed before the level reachesto 1000 Ci. This limi-

tation ensured the effectiveoperationof the bed and also minimizedthe

restrictionson transportation° After the test, the getter beds will be

shippedto TSTA at Los Alamos National Laboratoryto demonstratethe safe and

effective processingof tritium in a fusion facility (See Section 4.4).

4.1.3 Temperature-ChanqeSpecimen

During 1990 there were two complete operationalcycles of FFTF during

which BEATRIX-II,Phase I was in operation. The first was FFTF Cycle 11.B.I

which was equivalentto 85 EFPD and the second was Cycle 11-B.2 which was

equivalent to 131EFPD. Cycle 11-C was startedon December 21, 1990 and full

power was attained before the end of the year.
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A primary purpose of the BEATRIX-II experiment, and vented-tests in gen-

er_l, is to determine the viable operating parameters of a solid breeder

blanket and the associated tritium inventories. Determining the actual tri-

tium inventories in the specimen requires postirradiation analysis of retained
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tritium. However observationsof steady-statetritium recovery rates and the

shape of recovery peaks resultingfrom temperatureand sweep gas composition

changes permit general comments.

• In general, an indicationof "acceptable"operatingconditionscan be

defined if steady-statetritium recovery is establishedwithin a reasonable

, amount of time, such as one day after a change in a specificoperating param-

eter. A "true" steady-staterecoveryrate impliesthat the recovery rate is

equal to the tritiumgeneration rate in the ceramic. However, under many of

the experimentalconditionsobserved in the BEATRIX-IIexperiment,the "appar-

ent" steady-staterecovery rate was not the generationrate. In these circum-

stances, the tritium inventorywas expected to be steadily increasing (or

decreasing). Given a sufficientlylong time, the "apparent"steady-state

recovery rate should approach the true steady_staterelease rate, i.e., the

generationrate. The results obtained to date, in many cases, relate to "ap-

parent" steady-staterecovery rates, and the time for establishingtrue

steady-staterelease rates and the equilibriuminventoryhas not yet been

determined for these experimentalresults.

The first part of the Cycle 11-B.I irradiationwas devoted to condition-

ing the specimens and adjustingthe instrumentparametersto optimize the

data. The reference conditionwas selectedto be an inner thermocoupleread-

ing of 650°C, a sweep gas of He-O.1%H 2, and a flow rate of 100 mL/min. This

correspondsto a specimenouter surface temperatureof 600°C and an inner sur-

face temperatureof 640°C. The inner thermocoupletemperaturewas used to

designatethe temperatureof the ring specimen.

During the remainderof Cycle 11-B.I,the tritium recovery rate from the

temperaturetransientcapsule was examined as a functionof temperature,gas

flow rate, gas composition,and burnup. The first series of tests, designed

to determine the effect of temperaturetransientsand sweep gas flow rates on

the tritium recovery rates, is described in Table 4.3. Runs I to 6 and 14 to

20 were a series of temperaturetransients between650, 600, and 550°C to char-

acterize the temperaturedependence at referenceflow and gas composition. In

Runs 7 to 13, the effect of 200, 100, and 50 mL/min sweep gas flow rates and

temperaturetransients between650 and 550°C at 200 and 50 mL/min were
e
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TABLE 4.3. ExperimentalTest Plan for the Ring Specimento Determine
the Effect of TemperatureChanges and Flow Rate Using
He-O.I%H2 Sweep Gas

, _..,

Temperatures
°C Flow Rates

I
1 X ×

2 X X

3 X X

4 X X

5 X X

6 X X

7 X X

8 X X

9 X X

I0 X X

11 X X

12 X X

13 X X

14 X X

15 X X

16 X X

17 X X

18 X X

19 X X

20 X X "
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investigated. A series of runs to characterizethe effect of gas composition

and burnup is given in Table 4.4. In Runs 21 to 33 the sweep gas composition

was varied along with the temperature. Three different sweep gases were used-

He-O.1% H2, He-O.01% H2, and pure He. Runs 34 to 38 were a series of tempera-

ture transientswith the referencesweep gas that will be repeated later in

the experimentto determine the effect of burnup.

During Cycle 11-B.I, the test plan for the temperaturechange canister

was directed towards a series of gas compositionchangesthat were made at the

maximum or referencetemperatureof 650°C and at the minimum temperatureof

550°C. Table 4.5 is a descriptionof the sequence of gas compositionchanges

that were made at each temperature.

The effect of gas compositionon startupand shutdownwas studied by

placing the specimen in helium sweep gas for the shutdownof Cycle 11.B.2 and

the startup of Cycle 11-C.

4.1.3.1 Temperature-ChanqeEffects

Typical tritiumrecovery peaks associatedwith temperaturetransient

tests performed in He-O.1% H2 sweep gas are shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5

is an enlargementof the tritium recoverypeak during the temperatureincrease

in Figure 4.4. Temperatureincreasesresult in tritiumrecovery peaks that

are associatedwith decreasing the tritium inventoryof the specimen;the

opposite occurs for temperaturedecreases. This behavior is in agreementwith

results from other in-situtests.B'B The double recoverypeaks, associated

with the temperatureincrease tests (Run 3 in Figure 4.5), are not generally

seen in other in-reactortests but are typicalfor this experiment. Also

noteworthy is the variation in the apparent tritium recoveryrate following

the transients and the relativelysmall peak sizes relative to steady-state

recovery (less than 10%). The very small tritium recovery peaks associated

with the temperature-changetests in He-O.1%H2 sweep gas indicatethat the
tritium inventoryis very small under these conditions.

Temperaturechanges performedduring the initial phases of the system

• conditioningand parameter adjustment (not shown) produced small "reverse"

tritium recovery peaks preceding the normal peaks. That is, for a temperature
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TABLE 4.4. ExperimentTest Plan for the Ring Specimen to Determine the
Effect of Gas CompositionChanges and Burnup. Sweep Gas
Flow Rate is 100 mL/min

Gas Composition
Temperatures(°C) %H2 in Helium

i

Run ID 550 600 650 0 0.01 0.1
i

21 X X

22 X X

23 X X

24 X X

25 X X

26 X X

27 X X

28 X X

29 X X

3O X X

31 X X

32 X X
,

33 X X

34 X X

35 X X

36 X X
., ,,.

37 X X

38 X X

I
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TABLE 4.5. Cycle 11-B.I ExperimentalTest Plan for Sweep Gas Composition
Changes at 550 and 650°C for the TemperatureChange Canister

I Schedule I Gas CompositionDay He-O.1% Hz He-O.01% Hz He
• i ×

2 X
3 X

• 4 X
5 X
6 X
7 X
8 X
g X
10 X
11 X
12 X
13 X
14 X
15 X
16 X
17 X
18 X
19 X
20 X
21 X
22 X
23 X
24 X
25 X
26 X
27 X
28 X
29 X
30 X

,, ,

decrease, there was initiallya small increase in the tritiumconcentration

before the normal decrease. These "reversepeaks" occurred when the specimen

was taken to temperatureshigher than previous exposure. Subsequenttests

performedat the same or lower temperaturesdid not result in the small

reversepeaks. For this reason,these peaks appear to be relatedto specimen

conditioning. Reverse peaks like this were also observed in CRITIC-I.e
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4.1.3.2 Form of the ReleasedTritium

The tritium recovery curves associatedwith the temperatureincreases

are characterizedby an initialsharp peak followed by a broader long-term

peak. By comparingthe differencebetween the total tritiumconcentrationand

the concentrationof the reducedtritium (HT and T2), this second broader peak

can be correlatedwith tritiatedwater recovery. The associationof these

peaks with water can also be seen by comparingthem with curves of sweep gas

moisture from the specimen. In Figure 4.5, the sweep gas moisture for the

ring specimen is compared with the recoveredtritium concentrationduring the

thermal transient in Run 3. There is very good correlationbetween _ne sweep

gas moisture and the secondarypeaks in the recoveredtritium concentration.

In Figure 4.5, the first sharp peak of tritium recovery after a thermal

transientappears to be associatedwith the change in the recovery rate of

reducedtritium. The most likely source of this tritium is the surface of the

Li20ceramic, but another possible source is the surfaceof the capsule com-

ponents, which also change temperature, lt should be determined whether this

first peak was released from the specimen as reduced tritium or whether it

resulted from reductionof the tritiatedwater by the capsule components.

The separationof the two peaks in Figures4.4 and 4.5 also has several

possible explanations. One explanationis that the tritium was released from

the specimen as both reducedtritium and water; the reducedform was released

during a short period followingthe transientwhile the water form was

released over a longer time period. An alternativeexplanationfor the sepa-

ration is that the delay resultsbecause of an interactionof _he water vapor

with the sweep gas lines and other componentsto delay the movement of the

tritiatedwater from the specimento the tritiummeasurementsystem.

Although the present results do not entirelydifferentiatebetween the

processes involved in the tritium release from the temperature-changespecimen

during the thermal transient,there is reason to believethat both reduced and

oxidized tritium are being released from the specimen. For the BEATRIX-II

experiment under normal referenceconditions (i.e., He-O.1% H2 sweep gas) 95%
of the recoveredtritium was in the reduced form. If it is assumed that this

was caused by a reductionby the capsule components,then the thermal
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transientpeaks should also have 95% of the tritiatedwater reducedto HT and

an HTO peak would not be observed, becauseof the small size of the thermal

transienttritium recovery peaks relativeto the steady-staterecovery rate.

The fact that the total tritium recoveredas water after a thermaltransient
i

was often larger than the amount recoveredas reduced tritiumindicatesthat

the system was not reducing 95% of the tritiatedwater to reducedtritium.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a significantproportionof the 95%

recoveredreducedtritium under referenceconditionswas released in the

reduced form. This suggests that for the case of H2 doped sweep gas, isotopic

exchange or recombinationprocesses at the surface of the specimen signifi-

cantly influencesthe release of tritium from the solid breedermaterial.

4.1.3.3 Sweep Gas CompositionEffects

Sweep gas composition (the amount of H2 in the He) significantlyaffects

the observed steady-staterecovery rates and thereforethe tritium inventor-

ies. The test plan includedmeasuringboth the effect of changinggas compo-

sition at constanttemperatureand the effect of gas compositionon tritium

recovery during a thermal transient.

Figure 4.6 is a plot of the variationin sweep gas tritiumconcentration

for a change in sweep gas compositionat 600°C. In general, the observed

recovery rate decreased as the H2 decreasedfrom 0.1H 2 to 0.01H 2 to He with

transientreleasepeaks observed when the compositionwas changed from He to

0.1% H2. The observed steady-statetritium recovery rate for the different

gas compositionsat the 550, 600, and 650°C are compared in Table 4.6. The

recovery rates are compared relative to the case of He-O.1% H2 at 550°C. The

steady-staterecovery rate does not appear to be stronglydependenton temper-

ature, but for a change in sweep gas compositionthe recovery rate varies in

the ratio of I • 2/3 • 1/2 for 0.1% H2 • 0.01% H2 • He. To a lesser extent,

this effect was observed in the VOM experiment.7 In the CRITIC-Itest on

Li208,this effect was not observed directly,but was inferredfrom a buildup

in the tritium inventoryover long periods of time using low H2 concentrations

in the sweep gas.

o
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TABLE 4.6. Effects of Sweep Gas Compositionon the Tritium Recovery From the
Ring Specimen. Recovery Rates are Relative to the "Apparent"
Steady-StateRecovery Rate at 550°C in He-O.1% H2.

Sweep Gas CompositionF
,,,,,

Temperature He O.01% O.i%
i

550°C 0.45 0.59 1.00

600°C 0.53 0.73 1.01
i i ii

650°C 0.46 0.63 0.93

Within experimentalerror, the steady-staterecovery rate established

with He-O.1% H2 is thoughtto approach the true steady-state. Such observa-

tions can be used as a data base for decisionson acceptablesweep gas

compositionsin a blanket.

The other type of behavior considered is the effect of gas composition

on tritium recovery during a thermal transient. Figure 4.7 presents a

comparisonof the recoveredtritium concentrationduring a thermaltransient

from 550°C to 650°C in He versus He-O.1% H2. The differenceis dramatic, even

without normalizingto relative change from the steady-staterecovery,with

the initial-transientrecovery in helium being much larger than that for the

case of He-O.1% H2. The small recovery peak in He-O.I%H2, resulting from

temperature-changetests sweep gas compared to that in He, indicatesthat the

apparenttritium inventoryfor He-O.1% Hz is much smaller than for He at these

temperatures. The low apparent steady-staterecovery rate using He sweep gas

also suggests an increasingtritium inventory. An alternativeinterpretation

is that an increasing inventoryleads to a longer time between generationof

the tritium and its release from the ceramic.

The recovery peaks for the temperaturetransients in He-O.1% H2 have

large secondarytritium concentrationpeaks typicallyassociatedwith water

release. Also shown in Figure4.7 is a comparisonof the moisture peaks for
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the two different sweep gases. The moisture release is approximately10 times

larger for the case of He-O.1% H2 than for He.

Testing in Cycle 11-B.2 was directed towards determiningthe effect of

• temperature on sweep gas compositionchanges at temperaturesof 550 and 650°C,

as is described in Table 4.6. Figure 4.8 compares the tritium recovery curves

obtained during a series of gas changes made at 550 and 650°C. In these runs,

the sequence of gas changes was from the referencegas of He-O.1%H2 to helium

for 8 days, to He-O.01% H2 for 3 days, and then back to He-O.1%H2.

In general, gas changes from He-O.OI%H2 to He-O.1% H2 result in larger

recovery peaks at 550°C than at 650°C. In addition to being smaller, the peaks

at 650°C are divided into two smallerpeaks. The reason for the double peak

appears to be similarto that proposed for causing the double peaks in the

temperaturechange peaks, i.e., the first peak is associatedwith HT while the

second is due to HTO.

Gas Compositionchanges from He to He-O.01% H2 result in smaller recovery

peaks at 550°C than at 650°C. In addition to the smaller initial recovery

peak at 550°C there is an additional delayed recovery peak that is much large_

and extends over a period approximatelya day for changes from He to He-O.01%

H2. This observationsuggests that at the lower temperaturethe tritium

release from the specimen may be associatedwith two differentmechanisms

occurring in two separate stages rather than the single event at higher tem-

perature. The second stage, in addition to being delayed approximatelyone

day, occurs over a period of approximatelyone day.

4.1.3.4 Sweep Gas Flow Rate Effects

The effect of changing sweep gas flow rates (200, 100, and 50 mL/min) on

the tritium recovery rates (Ci/s) is shown in Figure 4.9. The width of the

recovery peaks can be expected to increase for lower flow rates because of the

delay time for the sweep gas to pass through the system. However, there can

also be an effect associated with the time to establish steady-staterelease

rates from the specimen.

The results shown in Figure 4.9 indicate an apparent difference in the

steady-staterecovery at the different flow rates. The initial large
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transient change in the tritium recovery curves is a calculated effect due to

the experimentalchange in flow rate. Changes in the tritium concentration

occurred over a longer period and act to return the tritium-recoveryrate to

the steady-staterate.

On the left side of Figure 4.9, i.e., before the flow-rate changes were

made, the difference between the maximum (for 200 ml/min) and the minimum (for

50 ml/min) recovery rate is 8%. Recovery rates decreasedwith decreasing flow

rate so that 50 mL/min resulted in the lowest recovery rate. However, after

the flow-ratechanges were made, the total variation in steady-staterecovery

rates increasedto 20% and were no longer ordered as well as before. At 100

mL/min, two different recovery rates differingby 15% were established in two

different tests. This variation in recovery rates indicatesthe problems

encountered in establishingsteady-stateconditions.

The data also indicatethat there may be an effect of sweep gas flow

rate on the tritium recovery rate. However, whether this is related to the

dynamic interactionbetween sweep gas flow rate and the specimen or is caused

by permeation losses through the cladding cannot be determined at this time.

The peculiaritiesin the peak shape, as well as the reason for the variation

in the steady-staterelease levels, are not well understood at present. Tri-

tium holdup on 30 to 40 m of unheated sweep gas piping may be a contributing

factor. Buildup of a background signal on the ion chambers due to tritium

contaminationis another possibility. Background shifts during the first 85

EFPD of operation have totalled 9% (3.33 Ci/m3) of the generation rate for the

ring specimen and 5% (4.27 Ci/m3) for the solid specimen.

4.1.3.5 Conclusions from Temperature-ChanqeSpecimen

During the first two operationalcycles of the BEATRIX-II experiment,

all systems performedas expected and the test is proceeding as planned. The

results from the first 85 EFPD of operationof the experiment can be

summarized in the following conclusions:

° Varying the sweep gas compositionproduced larger changes in the
tritium recovery rates than did changes in either the flow rate or
temperature. Decreasing the amount of hydrogen from the reference

gas compositionof He-_1% H to pure helium decreased the apparenttritium recovery rate _ as _uch as a factor of 2.
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° For gas compositionchangesmade at differenttemperatures,the
relative size of the transientpeak is larger at 550°C than at

650°C for the change from He-O.OI%H^to He-O.I%H2. However,for the
change from He-O.O1f_2 to He the pe_k is larger at 650°C than at
550"C.

• Under normal reference conditions with He-0.1% H. sweep gas, 95_ of
the recoveredtritium is in the reduced form. The results further

. suggestthat an appreciableamount of this reduced tritium is from
the Li20 specimen and that isotopicexchange or recombinationproc-
esses at the surface influencethe tritium release from the solid
breeder.

° Temperaturechanges in the range of 650 to 500°C resulted in a
slightlydecreasing/increasingtritium inventorywith increasing/
decreasing temperature. This indicatesthat the apparentrecovery
rate at 650-500°C in He-O.1% H2 approximatesthe generation rate.

° A double tritiumrecovery peak is observed followinga temperature
transient. The first, sharperpeak is hypothesizedto be associ-
ated with reduced tritium,whereas the second peak which is delayed
in time and broader is thought to be associatedwith tritium
recoveredas water.

° The effect of sweep gas flow rates on tritium recovery indicates
that lower flow rates may lead to lower recovery rates. This type
of data is useful in establishingoptimum flow rates both for this
experiment and in blanket applications.

4.1.4 Temperature-GradientCanister

The two primary experimentalparameters availablefor studying the per-

formance of the solid specimen in the temperature-gradientcanisterwere the

neutron flux which changed during reactor startup/shutdownand the sweep gas

which has variable compositionand flow rate.

The experimentaltest plan for the solid specimen is summarizedin

Table 4.7. In this table, the parameterchange representsa change from the

reference conditionwhich was a sweep gas compositionof He-O.1%H2 at a flow

rate of 100 mL/min. Cycle 11 of FFTF consistedof 300 EFPD of irradiation.

Three subcycles, 11-B.I (85 EFPD), 11-B.2 (134 EFPD) and 11-C (in progress),

provided essentiallyconstant reactor power levels.

The first parameterchange for the solid specimenwas a change in the

flow rate from 100 to 50 ml/min. The remainingtests were changes in gas

compGsition. The initial tests (Tests#2-7) were changes from the reference
m
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TABLE 4.7. ExperimentalTest Plan for the Solid Specimen. Parameter
changes indicate changes from the referencestate of He-O.1%
H2 sweep gas at a flow rate of 100 mL/min.

ParameterChange from ReferenceState
Test No. Duration in Days (d)

i l

Cycle 11-B.I
I 50 mL/min (ld)
2 He-O.01% H2 (2d)
3 He (2d)

Cycle 11-B.2

4 He-O.01% H2 (2d)
5 He-O.01%H2 (4d)
6 He (2d)
7 He (4d)
8 He (4d) plus He-O.01% H_ (2d)
9 He (2d) plus He-O.01% H; (4d)
10 He (4d) plus He-O.01% H; (2d)
11 He (2d) followed by rea_tor shutdown

Cycle 11-C
12 Reactor startup followed by He (ld)

plus He-O.01% H2 (2d)

sweep gas (He-O.1%H2) to an alternativegas (He and He-O.01%H2) for a pre-

determined period and then a return to referencegas. Later tests (Tests

#8-10) involvedchanges between alternativegases (He to He-O.01% H2) before
returningto the referencestate.

During reactor startup at the beginning of each new cycle, the reactor

power was successivelyincreasedto higher power levels before reaching full

power. Reactor shutdownswere typically over a shorterperiod than startups

but also provided conditions of rapidly changing neutronflux. These power

changes provide data on tritium recovery for differenttritium generation

rates and specimen temperatures. By using differentgas compositionsduring

individualstartups/shutdowns,the additionaleffects of sweep gas could be
observed.
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4.1.4.1 Tritium Recovery/ReleaseRates

A primary objectiveof this experimentwas to determineviable operating

parametersfor a solid breederblanket and the associatedtritium inventories.

Becausethe resultsof the experimentreflect the tritium recovery rates for

the total system, this fact must be consideredwhen interpretingthe results

• for tritium release from the solid breeder specimen. The observed steady-

state tritium recovery rates and the shape of the recovery peaks provide the

basis for determiningthe tritium releasemechanisms for Li20.

Throughout the test sequencethere was a slow buildup of background on

the ionizationchambers. The tritium concentrationlevels listed in this

study are those measured, includingthe backgrounds. For any given measure-

ment in the referencesweep gas, the amount of backgroundcan be estimated by

assumingthat the recoveryrate is equal to the recovery rate determinedearly

in the test when the backgroundcorrectionwas small. At later times in the

operationalcycle after larger backgroundshad developed, backgroundlevels

were difficultto accuratelydetermine. The tritium recovery rate, determined

early in the test sequence,was equivalentto a tritiumconcentrationof

84.2 Ci/m3 at the referenceflow rate of 100 mL/min. Using this as the

steady-staterecovery rate for the referencecondition provides a means for

estimatingthe effect of backgroundand also provides a first approximation

for normalizingthe tritium recovery behavior for data taken at different

times in the experimentwith different backgrounds.

The measured steady-statetritium recovery rate was equivalentto a

total tritiumgenerationof 3640 Ci for a 300 EFPD cycle. An analysisbased

on the reactor core configurationin Cycle 11-B.I was performedto calculate

the tritium generationof the temperaturegradient specimen. The calculated

generationrate was 12% less than the measured recovery rate. This value is

within the expected uncertaintiesof the measurements(±10%) and the

calculations(±15%).

4.1.4.2 Form of the RecoveredTritium

The tritium measurementsystem allowed the determinationof the

distributionof the recoveredtritium between its chemical forms, specifically

J
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the oxidized (HTO or T20) or reduced form (HT or T2). During the initial

stages of the experiment it was determined that for the referencesweep gas of

He-O.1% H2, greater than 95% of the recoveredtritiumwas in the reduced form.

This is the same type of behavior noted for the temperaturechange specimen

operated in the temperaturerange from 500 to 640°C.I_ Becausethis determi-

nation required using the difference between two ion chambers,the background

changes occurringduring the experiment interferedwith accuratelyresolving

the absolutequantities of the two forms of tritium.

4.1.4.3 TemperatureHistory

The long-termstabilityof the solid specimen centerlinetemperature

during irradiationwas a good indicationof the physical stabilityof this

specimen during irradiation. Figure 4.10 is a plot of the two measured cen-

terline temperaturesfor the first 85 EFPD. The top thermocouplewas closer

to the center of the reactor core where the neutron flux was higher. Ini-

tially, the reactor operated at 95% power before a step increase in power to

100%. During the first ten days of operationafter reaching 95% power, the

temperatureof both thermocouplesappeared to drop, with the top thermocouple

temperaturedropping as much as 30°C. Other than this initialdrop there was,

in general, only a slow steady drop in the temperaturesthroughoutthe reactor

cycle, both at 95% and 100% power. This temperaturedrop can be partially

attributedto a slow decrease in the neutron flux at the capsule as the reac-

tor control rods were pulled out to maintain constant power with fuel burnup.

For the first operationalcycle, Cycle 11-B.I (Figure4.10), when the

reactor reached 100% power, the average inner temperaturewas 998°C, dropping

to g52°C at the end of the cycle. In the subsequentreactor cycle, a similar

type of behaviorwas observed. In Cycle 11.B-2,the average inner temperatt_re

at 100% power dropped from an initialtemperatureof I006°C to 961°C at the

end of the 134 EFPD cycle. An overall decrease in temperatureexpected from

the burnout of BLi was not observed, lt is inferredthat this decrease was

small compared to the difference in temperaturebetween cycles resultingfrom

the change in neutron environmentcaused by the change in fuel configuration.

Fracturingof the specimendue to thermal gradientswould increasethe

temperaturedifferenceacross the specimen and raise the center temperatures.

- ,_,.



FIGURE 4.10. Center Temperaturesfor the TemperatureGradient Capsule
During the First OperationalCycle of BEATRIX-II

The initialdrop in temperaturesat the start of the experimentmay indicate

that some restructuringin the specimen has occurred or that the thermal

conductivityhas changeddue to irradiationdamage. However, the temperature

decrease is continuousand relativelysmall comparedwith the total

temperaturegradient across the specimenand does not suggest any significant

internal fracturing. From the overall stabilityof the temperature,it is

inferredthat the microstructureof the specimenhas remained relative'Jy

stable and has not undergoneany drastic changes such as thermal shock frac-

turing. Postirradiationexaminationwill ultimatelyprovidethe final assess-

ment of the microstructuralchangesthat have occurredduring the experiment.
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4.1.4.4 Sweep Gas Flow Rate

The change in the recoveredtritium during the changes in sweep gas flow

rate between 100 and 50 mL/min are shown in Figure 4.11. The shape of the

transient recovery curve was dependenton the rate at which equilibriumcould

be established;therefore,changingto 100 mL/min resulted in a sharper tran-

sient recovery curve than the change to 50 mL/min. The recovery rate at the

lower flow rate of 50 mL/min after 7 days (left side of Figure 4.11) was 7%

less than the initialrecovery rate for the referenceflow rate of 100 mL/min.

A similar behavior was observedfor the temperaturechange specimen (Figure

4.9).I_ Whether this change in recovery rate was relatedto

300 - '
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FIGURE 4.11. Tritium Recovery Rate During the Change in Sweep
Gas Flow Rates in Test #1
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a dynamic interactionbetween the sweep gas flow rate and the specimen or was

caused by permeation losses through the cladding cannot be determined at this

time.

4.1.4.5 Sweep Gas Composition Effects

Sweep gas composition,in particularthe amount of H2 in He, was found to

• have a major effect on the steady-statetritium recovery. Determiningthis

effect was the primary objective of the test plan in Table 4.7.

The initialgas compositionchanges involved a change in sweep gas from

the referencegas of He-0.1% H2 to an alternativegas containing less H2.

These alternativesweep gases were He-O.01% H2 and pure He. In the first test

cycle, the alternativegases were used for a duration of two days. For the

second cycle the two-day tests were repeated and then extended to four days.

Figure 4.12 compares the observed recovered tritium concentrationfor

the four-day tests in He-O.01% H2 and in He (Tests#5 and #7). In general,

the change from reference to the alternativegas with less hydrogen resulted

in a sharp drop in the tritium recovery. The tritium concentrationthen

increasedto a pseudo-equilibriumrate where the tritium release rate was

increasingvery slowly. The rate of increasewas initiallyfaster for

He-O.01% H2 than He, but after four days the recovery rates appeared to be

nearly equal. The recovery rates after four days in the alternativegases

were compared to the initial recovery rate in referencegas. The resultant

ratios were 2/3 for He and 3/4 for He-O.01% H2. For the ring specimen,

similar tests were carried out for shorter times;I_the recovery rates were

found to be approximatelyone-half and two-thirdsfor He and He-O.01% H2

respectively. Return to the referencegas resulted in a large, sharp peak in

the recovered tritium. After the four-day period in helium, the change to

referencegas resulted in a tritium recovery peak height of 1400 Ci/m3. This

recovery peak was equivalent to 19 Ci of tritium.

The tritium recovery during gas compositionchanges in the sequence

He-O.i% H2, He, He-O.01% H2 to He-O.1% H2 was investigatedin the test series

#8-10. During Cycle 11-B.2, the duration times in the two alternativegases
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(He and He-O.01% H2) was varied from two to four days. The tritium concentra-

tion versus time for these tests is shown Figure 4.13. The tritium recovery

behaviorfor the first portion of the tests in He is similar to that rbserved

• previously in the two- and four-day tests (Figure4.12). The transition from

He to He-O.01% H2 results in a lower, longer peak than the transition from He

. to He-O.1% H2. The height and duration of He to He-O.01% H2 peaks after both

2- and 4-day periods in helium were similar. The transition from He-O.01% H2

to He-O.1% H2 resulted in a sharp transition peak similarto that observed pre-

viously in Tests #2, 4 and 5 (Figure4.12). However the size of the observed

peaks did not seem to increasewith increasing time in the alternativegases.

Since the measured tritium recovery rate in He or He-O.01% H2 is less than

that in reference gas (He-O.1%H2) it is inferred that the tritium inventory

in the specimen is increasingduring these periods of low tritium recovery

rates. Longer times at the lower recovery rates mean larger inventories,and

hence larger recovery peaks are expected after longer times in the alternate

gases (He or He-O.01% H2). The observed independenceof the tritium recovery

peak size with time in the alternativegases suggests that for longer times

the tritium inventoriesmay have been saturating for the given gas composi-

tion. This saturation is not consistentwith the observed recovery rates in

the alternativegases that remain less than the recovery rate in reference

gas.

The other characteristicof these curves in Figure 4.13 is that, if the

recovery peaks from the sweep gas changes are neglected,the recovery rate

appears to have been increasingwith increasing time even through the transi-

tion from He to He-O.01% H2. This suggests that with longer times the recov-

ery rate in He-O.01% H2 would have approached the recovery rate in He-O.1% Hz.

To test this hypothesis,additional tests will be carried out for extended

times in alternative gases during Cycle !I-C.

4.1.4.6 Reactor Startup/Shutdown

Reactor startup and shutdown provide opportunitiesto study the effect

of changes in the tritium generation rate and temperatureon tritium recovery

from the solid specimen. During reactor startup/shutdown,with the specimen

in referencegas (i.e., He-O.I%H2),the observed tritiumrelease behaved
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as expected;with increasing/decreasingreactorpower the temperatureand tri-

tium recovery increased/decreasedalmost proportionately. This is because the

temperatureis a result of heat generationand the amount of tritium recovered

is directly relatedto tritium generation. However, using helium as sweep gas

during reactor shutdownwas found to significantlyaffect the tritium recovery

behavior. Figure 4.14 is a plot of tritium concentrationand neutron level

for reactor shutdown in a He-O.1% H2 and He sweep gas. Although the neutron

intensityis shown here for comparison,the temperatureof the specimen also

decreased in direct response to the decrease in neutron intensity. The

tritium recovery for a shutdown in He-O.1% H2 was as expected,with a steady

decrease in the tritium concentrationas the power was reduced. For He sweep

gas, the behaviorwas drasticallydifferent. As the neutron level decreased,

the tritium generation rate and specimentemperaturedecreased,but the

recovered tritiumconcentrationincreased.

During reactor startup in helium,the recoveredtritiumwith increasing

neutron intensitywas also found to be differentthan observed for He-O.1% H2.

Figure 4.15 is a plot of recoveredtritiumand neutronflux during a reactor

startup in helium. After increasesin neutron intensity,the recovered

tritium decreased as the tritium generation and specimen temperature

increased. When the reactor had reachedfull power, the sweep gas was changed

to He-O.01% H2. This change produced the typicaltritium release peak.

Before the peak was finished,the reactor power decreased. This power

decrease/increasewas accompaniedby an increase/decreasein the recovered

tritium, similar to the behavior observed for helium sweep gas.

A plausibleexplanationfor the behavior of the specimenduring power

changes in a helium sweep gas is relatedto hydrogen/tritiumsolubility in

Li20. The amount of hydrogen/tritiumdissolved in Li20 increaseswith

increasingtemperature,zI'12An increase in reactor power effects an increase

in the dissolved tritium/hydrogeninventoryand a possible decrease in the

tritium recovery rate.

The difference betweenthe referencesweep gas and helium sweep gas was

the relative amountsof tritium and hydrogen in the sweep gas. The recovered
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tritium concentrationsin He-O.1% H2 sweep gas were equivalentto approxi-

mately 65 ppm of tritium atoms. For the He-O.1% H2 sweep gas, the concentra-

tion of hydrogen atoms is 2000 ppm. Thus the ratio of tritium to hydrogen is

roughly 1"30 at steady state. For He as the sweep gas, the hydrogen concen-

tration would theoreticallyapproach zero. Hence for He-O.1% H2 sw___pgas,

any dissolved hydrogen/tritiumwill be predominatelyhydrogen,whereas for a

helium sweep gas the dissolved hydrogen/tritiumwill be predominatelytritium.

Thus, an increase in the tritium release rate due to the dissolutionof hydro-

gen/tritium from the Li20matrix would be most likely to be observedwhen tri-

tium is a significantproportionof the dissolved hydrogen/tritiumas is the

case when the sweep gas contains a low concentrationof H2. Such an effect

could be contributingto the difference in startup/shutdowntritium recovery

behavior observed for He versus He-O.1%H2 sweep gases. Since the tritium

recovery in a helium sweep gas is opposite to that anticipatedfrom the change

in generation rate, surface-controlledreleaseor a diffusionalcontrolled

mechanism, the observed anomalousrecovery during startup/shutdownmay be

related to the behavior of tritium dissolved in the Li20.

4.1.4.7 Conclusionsfrom Temperature- Gradient Specimen

The BEATRIX-II,Phase I experimentprovided data for in-situtritium

recovery from a Li20specimen irradiatedunder a large thermal gradient typi-

cal of fusion blanket designs. This test has provided additionalverification

of the viabilityof Li20 as a candidate for a fusion solid blanket. Conclu-

sions from the first two cycles of operationcan be summarizedas follows-

• Throughoutthe first two cycles of irradiation,the temperatureof
the specimenwas nearly constant or decreasing slowly throughout
the cycles. From the stabilityof the temperature,it is inferred
that the microstructureand the thermal propertiesof the specimen
have also remained stable and that the specimen has remained
physically intact.

• The compositionof the sweep gas was found to be a critical param-
eter in the recovery of tritium from Li_O. In general, decreasing
the amount of hydrogen in the sweep gas_decreasedthe recovery rate
of tritium. The conclusionis that for sweep gases having smaller
amounts of H2 than the referencegas the recovery rates are always
less than the recovery rates in referencegas for periods up to
I0 days.

O
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° Lower sweep gas flow rates result in lower tritium recovery rates.
Whether this change in recovery rate was related to a dynamic
interactionbetween the sweep gas flow rate and the specimenor was
caused by permeationlosses through the cladding cannot be
determined at this time.

° During reactor startup/shutdownthe compositionof the sweep gas
has been found to be an importantfactor in the tritium recovery.

e

4.2 PHASE II - DESIGN/FABRICATION

Phase II of the BEATRIX-II experimentconsists of in-situtritium

recovery from the irradiationof Li20ring specimen and an Li2ZrO3 solid

specimen. The Phase I Li20ring specimen was prepared in the U.S. while the

ring specimen for Phase II was prepared in Japan. Improved fabricationtech-

niques were expected to give a higher density, larger grain size material that

would allow fabricationof a ring specimenwith a thinnerwall. Li2ZrO3 was
chosen as the alternativeternary breedermaterial most suitable for addi-

tional characterization. In previous vented13and non-vented14°Istests,

Li2ZrO3 had been found to be dimensionallyand chemicallystable during irra-

diations and to have relatively short tritium residencetimes. The material

used was 1-1.5 mm diameter Li2ZrO_ spheres prepared by AECL Research. This

form of solid breeder is a potentialcandidatefor use in future blanket

designs because of the ease in assemblingof the blanketmodule and the larger

surface area of the breeder in contact with the sweep gas. An additional

objectivefor Phase II was to reach burnups of 8% or twice that of Phase I.

4.2.1 Temperature-ChangeCanister

The Phase II temperature-changecanister is very similarto the Phase I

temperatL'rechange canister. The primary emphasis is to reach higher burnups.

This requirementand the desired improvementsthat were necessaryduring the

operationof Phase I presented a challenge in designing the canister.

4.2.1.1 Design Requirements

The design requirementsfor the Phase II temperature-changespecimen

were very similar to those for Phase I and includedfactors such as the sensi-

tivity of tritiummeasurements,minimizing the loss of tritium to the reactor,

and the temperatureof the specimen. A major change in the requirementswas
e
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the increase in lithium burnup from 4 to 8%. This was partially achieved by

increasingthe 6Li enrichmentfrom 61 to 95 at%.

The temperatureof the ring specimen is controlled by changing the ther-

mal conductanceof a gas gap by varying the mixture of helium and argon in the

gap. The design objectivesof both Phase I and Phase II were to achieve tem-

peratures in the range from 450 to 650°C. The pre-testthermal analysis for

the Phase I design had predictedtemperaturesin the range from 468 to 645°C.

The actual temperaturesachievedwere in the range from 510 to 680°C. The

reason for these higher temperatureswas attributedto the existenceof larger

than expectedgaps betweenthe capsule and the specimenwall. Achieving lower

temperaturesfor the ring specimen was given a high priority in Phase II.

Figure 4.16 is a schematicdiagram of the temperature-changecanister

for Phase II. The tritium sweep gas enters and exits at the bottom end of the

canister after flowing along the inner diameter of the specimen. A perforated

inner stainlesssteel sleeve ensures that if the specimen should fracture dur-

ing testing, the cylindricalgeometry would be maintained. This sleeve also

positionsthe inner thermocouples. As in Phase I, the temperaturein the

specimen is controlled by varying the conductanceof thermalgap in which the

conductanceis varied by the compositionof the argon-heliumgas in the gap.

A computer-controlledgas blending system allowedtemperaturecontrol continu-

ously throughoutthe 300 day irradiation.

Figure 4.17 is a simplifiedcross section of the Phase I temperature

capsule showing the individualcomponents and possible thermal gaps. The

specimento inner capsulegap at room temperaturewas designed so that at the

operating temperature(500°C)the specimenwould be in contact with the outer

wall. The occurrenceof temperatureshigher than the design temperaturesin

Phase I was attributedto several factors:

I. A gap between the outer specimendiameter and inner capsulewall
could have existed at certain areas along the length of the speci-
men. The maximum outer specimendiameter was within the design
dimension and hence was expected to close by thermal expansion.
The 0.013-cm variation in diameter along the length of the specimen
could have resulted in a specimen-to-capsulewall gap at positions
where the specimen diameterwas at its minimum.

o
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FIGURE 4.17. SimplifiedCross Section of the Temperature-ChangeCanister

2. The inner capsule wall was treatedwith a barriercoating to reduce
the permeationof tritium, and then a layer of nickel was put into
place to prevent interactionof the capsule and the specimen.
Nickel has a lower thermal expansionthan stainlesssteel, and as
the temperaturewas increasedthe nickel layer would not increase
in diameter as much as the capsule. If the specimen pressed firmly
against the outer wall or if the nickel was strongly bonded to the
capsule, then the nickel liner was soft and would be expected to
deform to remain in contact with the capsule. However because of
the potential gap expected in case (I) above, the nickel layer may
not have been held in contact with the inner capsulewall and an
additionalthermal gap could have resulted.

3. The specimendesign was based on a thermalconductivityfor an 85%
TD specimen. The actual specimendensity was 80% and the thickness
was increasedto give the same total amount of BLi. The increase in
thicknessand the decrease in densitywould contributeto the
temperatureincrease.

The actual temperature increase in Phase I due to factors I and 2 cannot

be determined quantitativelybecause the gap width is not known. However any

gaps are calculated to give a temperatureincrease equivalentto 2.5°C/

q
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0.001 cm of gap. The lower density and larger specimen thicknesswas expected

to contributeapproximatelyI0°C to total temperaturegradient across the

specimen.

• 4.2.1.2 Desiqn of Phase II

The BLi enrichmentwas increasedfrom 61 to 95 at% to increasethe burnup

to achieve the 8% burnup goal for the Li20 ring specimen for Phase II compared

to 4% for Phase I. However, this increase in enrichmentand subsequentlyin

the heating rate makes it even more difficult to attain lower temperatures

desired in Phase II. To keep the heating rate constant the amount of 6Li in

the Phase II specimen was kept equal to the Phase I specimen by reducing the

volume of the ring specimen for Phase II. Specifically,the thicknesswas

decreased from 0.15 cm in Phase I to 0.10 cm in Phase II.

A major goal of Phase II was to achieve temperaturesas low as possible

for the ring specimen. The three previousproblem areas, discussed above in

Section4.2.1.1, were addressedin the followingmanner:

I. The specimen-capsulegap was minimized by placing a closer toler-
ance on the specimen'souter diameter. The previous toleranceof
0.013 cm was reduced to 0.005 cm. The inner diameter of the cap-
sule was machined 0.010 cm larger than the largest specimen diam-
eter. This radial gap (0.005 cm) is predictedto close at 500°C
due the differentialexpansion betweenthe capsule and the speci-
men. Final machiningon the capsulewas done to fit the as-
fabricatedspecimen. This required that the tritiumbarrier coat-
ing previously appliedto both sides of the inner capsule be
appliedon only the outer diameter of the capsule.

2. The potentialgap between the capsule and the nickel liner was eli-
minated by removing the inner nickel liner. This liner was used
previously as a compatibilitybarrier between the specimen and the
capsule. The expected interactionwas estimatedto be 2-10 microns
of general surfacecorrosionand possibly25 micronsof
intergranularattack._)16

3. The temperaturedrop across t_e specimenwill be substantiallyless
than in Phase I because the de1_cityof the specimenwill be greater
than 85% TD, and the thicknessof the specimenhas been reduced by
I/3.

(a) Johnson, C. E. 1990. Argonne National Laboratory,private
communication.

i
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4.2.1.3 Specimen Fabrication

The final Phase II ring specimen characterization is given in Table 4.8.

The Phase II ring specimen was a single section of tube 8.85 cm long in con-

trast to the Phase I specimen, which consisted of two sections. The final

density was determined to be 87.3% TD with a grain size of 22 microns. The

variation in diameter along the specimen was only 0.003 cm, which is within

the specified range of 0.005 cm. The wall thickness was 0.I0 cm, as

specified.

The Li20 ring specimenwas fabricatedby decomposing95 at% 6Li enriched

Li2CO3 to a Li20powder. The powder preparationsand sintering procedures

were similar to those used for preparingthe temperaturegradient specimen in

Phase I.17'18 The LizCO3 powderwas decomposed to the oxide by heating to

700°C in a vacuum of 6 x i0"2 Pa in the initialstage and to 5 x I0-s Pa in the

TABLE 4.8. Descriptionof BEATRIX-II,Phase II Ring Specimen

6Li Enrichment 95 at%

Outer Diameter 1.850 - 1.853 cm

Inner Diameter 1.651 - 1.653 cm

Straightness* 0.003 cm

Wall Thickness 0.10 cm

Length 8.85 cm

Weight 8.103 g

Density 87.3_'TD

Grain Size 22
,,

* Straightnessmeans that this specimen
will dimensionallyfit within a tube
with straightand parallel sides that
has an inner diameter 0.003 cm larger
than the largest specimen diameter,
I.853 cm.
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final stage. The ring specimenwas fabricatedby sinteringa cylindrical

shaped compact from which the final specimen was machined. The compact was

formed by hydrostaticpressing at 200 MPa and sinteringat 1170°C for 8 hr.

• The as-sinteredcompact was a 2.1 cm diameter cylinder with a 1.15 cm inner

annulus and a length of 9.43 cm. A "rock lathe" was used to machine the final

thin wall specimen in an atmosphereof dry air. Because of the inherently

fragile nature of the thin ring specimen, a second specimen of the same

dimensions was also prepared to serve as a backup. The ring specimen as-

fabricatedfor the BEATRIX-II,Phase II temperaturegradient canister is shown

in Figure 4.18.

4.2.1.4 Predicted Performance

The thermal and neutronic performanceof the ring specimenwas calcu-

lated on the basis of the expected neutron flux in the MOTA Cycle 12 and the

heat generation in the Li20 ring specimen (110 W/g). Using this heat genera-

tion rate, the specimen temperatureswere calculated for two different control

gases in the canister temperaturecontrol gap. The results are summarized in

Teble 4.9. The minimum temperatureswere calculated for 100% helium, and the

temperaturerange across the specimenwas determined to be 485-503°C. This is

substantiallyless than the temperaturesachieved in Phase I, which were 500

to 540°C across the specimen. The upper temperature in our current test

matrix is 650°C and this temperaturewas found to be achievablewith a 1:7

ratio of Helium-Argontemperaturecontrolgas.

The total tritium generation for the 300 EFPD operatinglifetime was

predictedto be 1250 Ci. This tritium generation correspondsto a 7.8% burnup
in the total lithium.

4.2.2 Temperature-GradientCanister

The material in the temperaturegradient canister was chosen to be a

Li2ZrO3 monosize sphere bed. This "solid" specimenwith its inherenttempera-

ture gradient is similar to the Li20 specimen used in Phase I and provides a

comparison of the two breeder forms. Such a comparison should be useful in

- evaluatingthe relative merits of the two breeder forms proposed for fusion
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TABLE 4.9. Thermal and Neutronic Performance of BEATRIX-II Ring
Specimen in FFTF/MOTACycle 12

]Thermal Heat Generation 110 W/gm
s

Specimen-Capsule Diametral Gap 0.005 cm

• Specimen Minimum Temperature (100% He)-
• Outer Diameter 485°C
• Inner Diameter 503°C

Specimen MaximumTemperature (1"7, He'Ar)"
• Outer Diameter 632°C
• Inner Diameter 654°C

Tritium Generation (300 EFPD) 1250 Ci

Total Lithium Burnup 7.8 at%

blanket applications. The sphere diameterswere specifiedto be in the range

from i-1.5 mm with a BLi enrichmentof 85 at% and were provided by AECL

Research.

During the initial stagesof planning,a ring type specimenwas con-

sidered. However the low thermal conductivityof a lithium zirconatesphere

bed resulted in a calculatedthermaldifference acress the ring that was on

the order of I00°C for a single-sphere-thickring. Such a large temperature

difference limits the usefulnessof a temperature-changecanister. The low

thermal conductivityof the sphere bed also places restraintson the maximum

diameter of a "solid"specimen.

4.2.2.1 Desiqn Requirements

The desired centerlinetemperaturein the sphere bed was in the range

from 1000 to 1200°C. These limits were chosen based on the need to obtain

data at temperaturesas high as possible withoutchanging the microstructure

of the lithium zirconate. Confirming the reliabilityof the solid breeder

material over a broad range of temperaturesminimizest_e design restrictions
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imposed in the future when actual blanketdesigns are being considered.

Achieving these temperaturesis a function of the neutron environmentand the

diameter of the sphere bed or capsule.

A total tritiumgeneration of 1000 Ci for the 300 EFPD cycle was needed °

to achieve tritium concentrationlevels compatiblewith the flow rates and

ionizationchambers currently being used in the tritiummeasurementsystem.

Because of the lower lithiumdensity in Li2ZrO3 relative to Li20,the tempera-

ture gradient canister was placed in a higher flux positionnearer the center

of the reactor core than the temperaturecontrolcanister to increasethe

tritium production rate.

4.2.2.2 Canister Design

The design of the temperature-gradientcanister is shown schematically

in Figure 4.19. The Li2ZrO3 sphere bed was containedin a stainlesssteel cap-

sule between porous nickel end screens. The porous nickel screens allow the

passage of sweep gas into and out of the bed. A high temperaturespring was

used to hold the sphere bed in place during handlingoperationsbefore loading

the MOTA into the reactor. The spring was designed to withstandthe 600°C

outgassing of the canister before irradiation. A center tube is used for

insertingthe thermocoupleinto the centerlineof the specimen after the

sphere bed has been loaded to the requireddensity by vibration.

Type K thermocoupleshave performedwell up to fluencesequivalent to

300 EFPD in FFTF but have a limitedlifetime as temperaturesapproach and

exceed 1200°C. A type K thermocouplewas chosen for one of the thermocouples

with an alternativehigher temperaturethermoco_plefor the other end of the

canister. A Nb-1%Zr/Mo thermocouplehas been under developmentand appeared

to offer good stabilityin a neutron field plus reliabilityat the higher

temperatures. This thermocouplewas used as the alternativethermocouplefor

the solid specimen canister. The experimentwill provideadditionalconfir-

mation of the applicabilityof this thermocouplefor high temperatureappli-

cations in a high fluence neutron environment.
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4.2.2.3 Calculated Performance

From the predictedheat generation and the thermal conductivityof the

sphere bed, a sphere bed diameter was determinedthat would produce the

desired centerlinetemperatures. The specimenparameters and the resulting

operationalpredictionsare given in Table 4.10. The thermal conductivityof

the individual Li2ZrO3 sphereswas taken from the data for 80 %TD poly-

crystallineLi2ZrO_ obtained by Hollenberg,et. al,z9and Kennedy.2° The data

were interpolatedto the anticipatedexperimentalconditionsusing the
21

expression:

3. 643 ) +7 .579x10-l°T 3
kspneze = (l-p) 5/3 ( i+0. 001549T

TABLE 4.10. PredictedThermal and Neutronic Performanceof the

BEATRIX-IILi2ZrO3 Sphere Bed Canister

Thermal Heat Generation 27.3 W/gm

Propertiesof the Sphere Bed:
• Sphere Diameter I-1.5 mm
• _Li Enrichment 85 at%
• Sphere Matrix Density 80% TD
• Sphere PackingDensity 60%
• Outer Diameter I.32 cm
• Inner Diameter 0.23 cm

Specimen Centerline Temperature:
• Maximum 1160°C
• Minimum I030°C

Tritium Generation (300 EFPD) 828 Ci

Total LithiumBurnup 8.9 at%
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where T is the temperatureof the spheres and p is the fractionalporosity of

the spheres, in this case 20%. The thermal conductivityof the predominantly

helium sweep gas was calculated from the followingexpression from Gandhi and

Saxena.22
I

kg=3,36XI0-3T 0"688

Packing tests were performedat AECL Researchusing a plexiglasmodel of

the capsule, employing both steel and zirconia spheres, lt was found that

both sphere types packed to a packing fractionof 60% in this geometry.

The thermal conductivitiesof the packed bed were calculated using the

model proposed by Hall and Martin.23 The resultsof these calculationsindi-

cated that for a canister inner diameter of 33.5 mm, a centerline temperature

in the range from 1030 to 1160°Cwould be expected. The uncertaintiesinclude

both thermal conductivityand neutronic heating.

The calculated tritium generation for the temperature-gradientcanister

during the 300 EFPD cycle was 828 Ci. This tritiumproduction is less than

one-fourththe tritiumgenerated in the Phase I Li20 solid specimen. The

factors tending to increasethe tritium productionsuch as higher neutron flux

and 6Li enrichment are not sufficientto offset the smallervolume and lower

lithium density in the Li2Z:'O3 sphere bed. However, the total tritium genera-

tion is not much smaller than that of the temperaturecontrol capsule, and it

should be adequate to allow characterizationof the tritium recovery from the

temperature-gradientcanisterduring the Phase II irradiation•

4.2.2.4 Specimen Fabrication/Loading

The Li2ZrO3 spheres are shown in Figure 4.20 as-receivedfrom AECL.

Table 4.10 lists the characteristicsof the Li2ZrO3 sphere bed. The diameters

of the slightly non-sphericalLi2ZrO3 spheres fall approximatelyin the range
of I to 1.5 mmwith a nominal diameter of 1.2 mm.

The sphere porosity was characterized by a mercury porosimeter analysis.

• The density of the individual spheres was 80-82% TD, and of the total poresity

of 18-20% approximately 4.5% was closed. Open porosity was found to be in the
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FIGURE 4.20. Li2ZrO3 SpheresAs-Fabricatedby AECL

range of 0.03 to 2.0 microns. Two SEM microstructures(See Figure 4.21) of a

fracture surface in an individualLi2ZrO3 sphere indicate that the grain size

is approximately10 microns with an intergranularporosity consistent with the

2-micronsupper limit determined from the porosimetryresults.

4.3 TRITIUM PERMEATION EXPERIMENT

A possible uncertaintyin the results is the loss of tritium from the

BEATRIX-II sweep gas system by permeation of tritium through the stainless

steel sweep gas tubing and canister walls. Tritium losses from permeation

through the barrier-coatedcomponentswere predicted to be low (approximately

i%), but the uncertaintyin this analysis remains an issue, lt was decided

that of the options availablethe laboratorymeasurement of tritium permeation

was the most reasonablechoice, consideringfeasibility,usefulness,and cost.

BEATRIX-II,Phase II will includea matrix of specimensdesigned to

determine the significanceof these permeation losses on the measured tritium

recovery results. These specimensare in the form of discs that can be used
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as samples for tritium permeationmeasurements. An experimentalsystem has

been proposed that would be used to determine the tritium permeation rate

through these disks.

The primary permeation issues that will be considered are the thickness Q

of the coating, the surface condition of the specimen,the effects of sodium,

and cumulative irradiationdamage. Tables C-I to C-4 in Appendix C list the

specimens that are included in the specimen matrix. These include a MOTA

level 3 canister with a nominal fluence equivalentto 30 dpa (in stainless

steel), a below-corecanister with a nominal fluence of 5 dpa, and a series of

unirradiatedspecimens.

4.4 TRITIUM SYSTEMS TEST ASSEMBLY INTERFACE

During 1990, four tritiumgetterbeds were removed from the BEATRIX-II

tritium recovery system. These getter beds will be shipped to LANL for proc-

essing and use in the Tritium System Test Assembly (TSTA). Currentlythe

getter beds are being stored in interim storage at the Hanford site. The

total tritium on each getter bed has been limitedto less than 1000 Ci, which

will classify them as Type A quantities under U.S. Department of Transporta-

tion (DOT) guidelines. These requirementsshould not pose any difficultywith

the packagingand shipment of these getter beds to LANL. Shipmentswill be

limited to one getter bed per shipping container and will be made directly

from the FFTF to LANL. Details on the scheduleof these shipmentsare to be

determined. The legal authorityto transfer ownershipof the getter beds to

LANL remains an issue due to the export license agreementswith Canada.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

The BEATRIX-IIexperiment has provided an excellent opportunityto dev-

elop methods for monitoring and safe handling of tritium during an in-situ

tritium-releaseexperiment. The results of the first year of irradiationindi-

cate that the ionizationchambers were providing a sensitiverecord of the

tritium recovery with good response times and only a minimum of background.

The CEC cells have shown some instabilitywhen operated for long periods at

d
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low water pressuresbut performedas expected. The tritiumgetter beds per-

formed above the original design requirementsand have successfullyremoved

tritium from the sweep gas at levels in excess of 500 Ci/m3.

. The BEATRIX-II,Phase I experimentprovided data for in-situ tritium

recovery from two different Li20specimens:one capable of temperaturechanges

• between 550 and 650°C and the other irradiatedunder a large thermal gradient

typical of fusion blanketdesigns. These tests provided additionalverifica-

tion of the viabilityof Li20as a candidatefor a fusion solid blanket.

Conclusionsfrom the first two cycles of operationcan be summarizedas

follows:

• For the ring specimen,temperaturechanges in the range of 650 to
500°C resulted in a slightlydecreasing/increasingtritium inven-
tory with increasing/decreasingtemperature. This indicatesthat

the apparent recoveryrate at 650-500°C in He-O.1% H2 approximates
the generationrate. A double tritiumrecovery peak is observed
followihga temperaturetransient. The first, sharperpeak is
hypothesizedto be associatedwith reduced tritium,whereas the
second peak, which is delayed in time and broader, is thought to be
associatedwith tritium recoveredas water.

• For the temperature-gradientspecimen throughoutthe first two
cycles of irradiation,the temperatureof the specimenwas nearly
constant or decreasing slowly throughoutthe cycles. From the
stabilityof the temperatureit is inferredthat the microstructure
and the thermalpropertiesof the specimen have also remained
stable and that the specimenhas remained physicallyintact.

• The compositionof the sweep gas was found to be a critical param-
eter in the recovery of tritium from Li.Ospecimensin both the
temperature-changeand temperature-gradlentcanisters. In general,
decreasingthe amount of hydrogenin the sweep gas decreasedthe
recovery rate of tritium.

• For both the temperature-changeand the temperature-gradientcanis-
ter lower sweep gas flow rates result in lower tritium recovery
rates. Whetherthese changes in the recoveryrates were related to
a dynamic interactionbetween the sweep gas flow rate and the
specimen or were caused by permeationlosses through the cladding
could not be determined.

• During reactor startup/shutdown,when the neutron flux is changing,
the compositionof the sweep gas has been found to be an important

• factor in the tritium-recoverybehavior.

b
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Phase II of the BEATRIX-IIexperimentwill extend the data base for in-

situ tritium releaseestablishedin Phase I to higher burnups and to alterna-

tive fusion solid breeder forms and materials. In the temperaturecontrol

specimen,minimizing the thermalgaps between the Li20 specimen and the cap-

sule is expected to result in lower temperaturesthan achieved in Phase I. A

higher lithium burnup is achieved using a higher 6Li enrichment,and the

higher thermal generationdensity is offset by using a thinner-walled

specimen. For the ternarycapsule, the diameter of the capsulewas limitedby

the low thermal conductivityof the Li2ZrO3 sphere bed togetherwith the

maximum temperaturelimit. These constraintsreduced the total volume of

solid breeder from the Phase I temperature-gradientcanister and limited the

total amount of tritium generated. Even though the resultanttritium

generation rate is less than that of the temperaturecontrol capsule, it

should be adequate to allow precisedeterminationof the tritium recovery

during the Phase II irradiation.
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BE_TRIX-II OPERATIONPARAMETERCONTROLSHEET

• Figure A.I is an example of a parameter control sheet that is trans-

mitted by WHCand PNL experimenters to the WHCreactor operations personnel to

• effect a change in the operational parameters of BEATRIX-II. The Shift Opera-

tions Manager (SOM) at FFTF approves the form and gives it to the OPS

who carries out the operations and signs and dates the form upon completion.

The attached PCS (Issue Number 106) describes a change requested on 10-9-90.

The purpose of this PCSwas to take a calibration sample of the sweep gas for

laboratory analysis. The final completed PCSform forms a part of the

permanent record of the experiment.

ATTACHMENTI

The following is a brief overview description of the individual sections
of the form:

• Special Instructions: This gives an overview of the changes to be
made and clarifies the procedures to be used.

• Section I lists the control temperature which in this case remains
the same at 645°C.

• Section II lists what the gas compositions are available on the
individual inlet manifolds, the desired gases for the individual
specimens and the valving configuration needed to achieve the
desired conditions.

• Section III specifies the alarm setpoints that are used by the
reactor personnel to monitor the operation of the experiment. If
the parameter varies outside these setpoints the reactor personnel
are alerted by an alarm.

• Section IV specifies the sweep gas flow rates through the different
flowstreams of the tritium monitoring system and specifies the
voltage to be applied tu the Ceramic Electrolysis Cells.

• Section V lists the sweep gas pressures at the inlet (2.07 KTorr),
between the tritium measuring system and the getterbeds

. (1.14 KTorr) and after the getterbeds (0.93 KTorr).

A.I



• SectionVl li:ts the injectiongas flow rates. Injectiongas is
provided for operations such as adding additionalhydrogento the
sweep gas for effectiveoperationof the getterbedor for purging
the ion chambers to obtain backgroundreadings.

• Attachment II provides instructionsfor taking a sample of the
sweep gas for analysis. In this case a specimen of the sweep gas
from the ring specimen is being taken from the CEC flow stream.
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EXPERIMENTER'SLOG

• Table B.I is the Experimenter'sLog for the time period from the start

of the experiment until December 31, 1990. The log is a compilationof the

- changes made in the experiment and list the PCS No. (see Appendix A) the date,

the before and after temperaturesof the ring specimen,the before and after

changes in the sweep gas compositionand flow rate for the ring specimen,the

before and after changes in the sweep gas compositionand flow rate for the

solid specimen and any clarifyingremarks.
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APPENDIX C

TRITIUM PERMEATIONSPECIMENMATRIX

" Table C-I to C-,4list the specimen matrix that was i_epared for the

tritium permeationexperiment. The individualspecimensare in the form of

discs with a 0.72 in (1.83 cm) diameter and a nominal thicknessof 0.02 in.

(0.05 cm). Some thickerdisks are includedto investigatethe effect of the

thickness. Three stainlesssteel alloys are included: 316 SST, the Preferred

CandidateAlloy (PCA) an alloy proposed for fusion applications,and an alloy

used in FissionApplications(D-g). All material was 20% cold worked. The

Coating type refers to the applicationof the tritium barrier material to the

disc. Nominalmeans that the coating is similarto that which has been

applied to the BEATRIX-IIcomponents to reduce the loss of tritium from the

experiment. The alternatecoatingwas applied in a manner to result in a

thicker coating. The oxidized coating specimenswere heated in air to oxidize

the surface. Microstructuralexaminationwill be required to fully charac-

terize the three differentcoatings.

Canister 3C will be irradiatedin level 3 of the MOTA and for a 300 EFPD

irradiationthis equivalentto 30 dpa in SST. Canister BC is a below core

Canister which for a 300 EFPD irradiationhas a mid-canisterfluence

equivalentto 1.2 dpa in SST.
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TABLE C.I. Canister 3C, High dpa, Sealed Canister
, ,,..

Sample Material Coating Coating Thickness No. of Total
ID Type Type No. Sides (in.l Samples Thickness

i

,..

3-I 316 Nominal 1 0.02 4 0.08
m wf

3-3 316 Alternate I 0.02 4 0.08,,,., .,,

3-4 316 Nominal 2 0.02 4 0.08,,.,, , ...

3-5 316 Nominal I 0.1 4 0.4

3-5 316 Alternate 1 0.1 4 0.4

3-6 316 Nominal 2 0.1 4 0.4
' i

3-7 316 .... 0.02 2 0.04

3-8 316 .... 0.1 2 0.2,,, ,,

3-g PCA .... O.02 2 O.04

3-10 PCA Nominal 1 0.02 2 0.04

3-11 316 Oxidized 2 0.02 6 0.12,,

Total = 1.88

6
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TABLE C.2. Canister 3C, High dpa, Basket-SodiumContact
..

Sample Material Coating Coatin5 lhickness No. of Fotal
ID Type Type No. Sides Iin.)_ Samples Thickness

i

3B-1 316 Nominal I 0.)2 4 0.08
I,

3B-3 316 Nominal 2 0.02 4 0.08

3B-4 316 Nominal I O.I 4 O.4
,,

3B-5 316 Nominal 2 O.I 4 O.4

3B-5 316 .... 0.02 2 0.04

3B-6 316 .... 0.1 2 0.2

3B-7 PCA .... O.02 2 O.04,.,

3B-8 316 Oxidized 2 0.02 6 O.12

..... Total = i.36

TABLE C.3. Canister BC-B, low dpa, Sealed Capsule, Position Specimens
at Top of Canister

,,,

Sample Material Coating Coating Thickness No. of Total
Material Type Type No. Sides (in.) Samples Thickness

BC-1 316 Nominal I 0.02 4 0.08

BC-3 316 Nominal 2 0.02 4 0.08

BC-4 316 Nominal I 0.1 4 0.4

BC-5 316 Nominal 2 0.1 4 0.4

BC-5 316 .... 0.02 2 0.04

BC-6 316 .... 0.1 2 0.2

BC-7 PCA .... 0.02 2 0.04

BC-8 PCA Nominal I 0.02 2 0.04

BC-9 316 Oxidized 2 0.02 6 0.12

Total = 1.4

v
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TABLE C.4. Control Specimens - No Irradiation

Sample Material Coating Coating Thickness No. of Total
ID Type Type No. Sides fin.1 Samples Thickness

iiiii

C-I 316 Nominal I 0.02 4 0.08
, •

C-3 316 Alternate I 0.02 4 0.08
,,

C-4 316 Nominal 2 0.02 4 0.08

C-5 316 Alternate 2 0.02 4 0.08

C-5 316 Nominal i 0.1 4 0.4

C-6 316 Alternate I 0.1 4 0.4

C-7 316 Nominal 2 0.1 4 0.4

C-8 316 Alternate 2 0.1 4 0.4

c-g 316 .... 0.02 2 0.04

C-I0 316 .... 0.1 2 0.2

C-11 PCA .... 0.02 2 0.04

C-12 PCA Nominal I 0.02 2 0.04

C-13 316 Oxidized 2 0.02 6 0.12

Total = 2.36

C.4
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APPENDIX D

DOCUMENTATIONOF BEATRIX-II PROGRAM

The followingpapers have been presented on the design, fabrication,and

results of BEATRIX-II"

I. Hollenberg,G. W., T. Kurasawa,H. Watanabe, S. E. Be_k, I. J. Hastings,
J. Miller, D. E. Baker, R. E. Bauer, and R. J. Puigh. 1988. "A Fast
Neutron, In-SituTritium Recovery Experimenton Solid Breeder
Materials." Fusion Technoloqy. 15"1349-1354.

2. Puigh, R. J., G. W. Hollenberg,T. Kurasawa,H. Watanabe,
I. J. Hastings,J. M. Miller, S. E. Berk, R. E. Bauer, and D. E. Baker.
1989. "BEATRIX-II" In-SituTritium R_covery from a Fast Neutron
Irradiationof Solid BreederMaterials." In Proceedinqsof the 15th
Svmoosiumon Fusion Technoloqy, ed. AM van Inger, A. Nigsen-Vis,and H.
P. Klippel, pp. 1282-1286. September 19-23, 1988, Utrecth, the
Netherlands. Elsevier,Netherlands.

3. Slagle, O. D., K. Noda, and T. Takahashi. 1990. "Fabricationof
LithiumCeramic Pellets, Rings and Single Crystals for Irradiationin
BEATRIX-II." In Fabricationand Propertiesof LithiumCeramics II"
Advances in Ceramics,Vol. 27, ed. G. W. Hollenbergand I. J. Hastings,
The American CeramicSociety, Westerville,Ohio.

4. Kurasawa,T., O. D. Slagle, G. W. Hollenberg,and R. A. Verrall. 1991.
"InsituTritium Recovery from LipO Irradiated in Fast Neutron BEATRIX-
II" In Situ TritiumTest Operation." Fusion TechnoloqvI_99,931-937.

5. Baker, D. E., T. Kurasawa,J. M. Miller, and O. D. Slagle. 1991.
"BEATRIX-II" In Situ Tritium Test Operation." FusionTechnoloqy 19,
1640-1645.

Design documents necessaryfor irradiationin FFTF are as follows"

I. Bauer, R. E. 1988. "Test Design Descriptionfor the Fusion Materials
Open Test Assembly (FusionMOTA-2A) Specifications,"Vol. IB, Part I and
2. WHC-SP-0255,WestinghouseHanford Co., Richland,Washington.

2. Bauer, R. E. 1988. "Test Design Description for the Fusion Materials
Open Test Assembly (FusionMOTA-2A)", Parts I and 2. WHC-SP-0224,
WestinghouseHanfordCo., Richland,Washington.
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